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A rendered image of the proposed George Street boutique hotel by PBD Architects.
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PBD Architects has submitted a proposal for a boutique hotel
development at a challenging location on George Street in
Haymarket, Sydney.

Haymarket, Sydney.
The proposed hotel is situated next to the three-storey heritage-listed
Venetian Gothic Haymarket Library, built in 1875. Heritage restrictions
also in placed at the development site.
“We saw this as an opportunity to be sympathetic towards the
immediate heritage context,” said PBD Architects director Paul
Buljevic. “The new façade component takes on board a modern
interpretation of intrinsic heritage characteristics of the solid to void
ratio, vertical subdivision patterns and material selection.”

PBD Architects’ design concept for the northern facade came from the
idea of using alternative textured concrete and metal panels inspired
by the pattern of the state library bookshelves.
The blank wall on the Haymarket Library side of the building will be
cantilevered by 1.5 metres, and has also become important in the
design due to the unlikeliness of the library site ever being
redeveloped.
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The Haymarket Libary will be relocated to the proposed Kengo Kumadesigned civic building in Darling Square.
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A rendered image of the proposed George Street boutique hotel by PBD Architects.
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The 50-metre-tall hotel will consist of 15 storeys including a four-level
podium, three of which will be retail, and an 11-storey tower, with a
total of 127 hotel rooms. The site footprint has an 18-metre George
Street frontage and 25-metre building depth.
The existing heritage façade of the building will be restored to its
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original condition, with a central recess to differentiate the heritage
part from the rest of the building, allowing it to retain its independent
built form and distinctiveness.

The volume of the tower has been broken down into two main
components using full height recesses that continue up the entire
length of the building.
The street wall of the hotel will be aligned with the neighbouring
buildings and heritage façade, with a 10-metre setback above the
heritage façade and an eight-metre setback along the rest of the
podium, creating an open common space to become a sky terrace
and potential bar area for hotel guests.
If the development application is successful, the expected finish date
for the hotel would be in 2021.
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Candalepas designs addition to midcentury Sydney church
Candalepas Associates has designed the
redevelopment of the largest mid-century
church building in central Sydney.

Gender inequity in public spaces
An exhibition at the University of Sydney
Tin Shed Gallery explores how women,
girls and the LGBTIQ+ communities
experience public space.
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Concealment system for recessed
curtain tracks – Blindspace

Windows and doors – Timberframed glass partitioning system
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